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Abstract

German residential investment is found to be cointegrated with population, per-
capita real national income and real house prices. This evidence is consistent with a
model where housing demand is determined by real economic fundamentals to which
dwellings construction adjusts rather sluggishly so that persistent demand-supply
mismatch on the housing market has a lasting effect on house prices. Apart from
shifting quantities, the unification seems to have induced two structural changes in
the model of residential investment. First, the long-run sensitivity to per-capita
income variations has disappeared and, second, the speed of equilibrium adjustment
via dwellings construction has slowed down substantially. The changing features are
of primary responsibility when it comes to explain significant differences in alternative
trend-cycle decompositions of residential investment.
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1 Introduction

Compared with many other industrialized countries, the evolution of the German housing
market has been different for quite some time. While house prices recently underwent a
pronounced up-and-down movement in the U.S. and some western European countries, they
remained overall flat in Germany. Furthermore, weak residential investment has steadily
weighed on the German growth performance since the mid-1990s whereas the construction
of new dwellings had been a major stimulus for economic growth elsewhere until the house
price bubbles, that had often emerged in parallel, were bursting ultimately.

The boom-bust movement characterizing residential construction in many countries in
the recent past has happened in Germany about ten years in advance.1 After the fall of the
iron curtain, strong immigration into western Germany and the need to improve the overall
desolate housing stock in eastern Germany triggered a steep upswing in housing investment
which was additionally bolstered by exuberant government promotion. Towards the end
of the 1990s, market conditions not only relaxed but also turned, at least in part, into a
situation of misallocation and over-investment (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2002, for instance).
As a consequence, the government curtailed step by step the quite advantageous depreci-
ation allowances for investors as well as the subsidies and grants offered to homebuyers.
Against the backdrop of a stagnant population trend and gloomy income perspectives,
the demand for new dwellings then moved downward over several years. Until recently,
residential investment has been rather weak, with some stimuli created by modernization
activity in the existing housing stock.

An econometric approach to modelling residential investment in Germany has to deal
with the fact that the boom-bust movement appeared after unification changed the time
series properties which had been manifest in the west German era. In general, simple sta-
tistical trend-cycle filter techniques are not able to identify the post-unification movement
in residential investment as a cycle of different duration and amplitude but tend to assign
it to the trend component. The paper, however, suggests a model which comes out with
a rather smooth trend in residential investment driven by economic fundamentals such as
demographics, income and wealth as well as house price developments. Apart from a shift
in mean, unification has altered the long-run structure in a way that the qualitative aspect
of housing demand measured by per-capita real income has lost significance. In addition,
the cycle component of residential investment has become much more persistent thereafter
than it was before.

The modelling of German residential investment has attracted low interest in applied
macroeconomic research in recent years. A reason for the little attention might be the
fact that, in this series, the post-unification period has not ended before the middle of this
decade, making it difficult to separate the time series properties of “normal” phases from
the special pattern induced by the circumstances in the early 1990s. With a view on the

1It is worth mentioning that the boom-bust cycle in Germany was first and foremost a quantity phe-
nomenon. In the boom phase which was between 1990 and 1995, house prices in western Germany rose less
strongly compared with the corresponding episodes in other countries. Thereafter, they remained more or
less flat instead of falling significantly.
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complete boom-bust movement, the paper is able to identify what has maintained from
the pre-unification era and what has changed since then. The changes are literally meant
to be of temporary nature when they can be attributed to a seminal event. However, it
actually remains a open question whether, or to what extent, the time series properties
will again normalize in the future. Hence, it is indicated to be cautious on using the model
for forecasting purposes.

In the first part of the paper, a cointegration analysis yields an overall stable long-run
economic relationship between residential investment, population, real national income per
capita and real house prices. It is worth mentioning that this structure deviates from the
consumption good hypothesis which is the theoretical concept guiding the modelling of
residential investment in many macroeconometric models.2 The second part is devoted to
the major structural change of the early 1990s, which is a substantial deceleration in the
speed of adjustment to the long-run equilibrium relationship, suggesting residential invest-
ment to display a Gonzalo and Granger (1995) cycle component of higher persistence and
amplitude.3 The pitfalls this structural change implies for the application of standard sta-
tistical trend-cycle filters are highlighted in addition. In the final section, some conclusions
are drawn and limitations of the present analysis are mentioned.

2 Long-run determinants of residential investment

In the first part, the theoretical foundations of residential investment are discussed. As a
microeconomic approach based on utility theory suffers from the fact that representative
behavior is hardly detectable in the housing market owing to its broad segmentation, the
macroeconomic factors influencing dwellings construction are derived in a less rigorous way.
As shown in the second part, however, a cointegration analysis provides evidence which
supports the claim that residential investment, population, per-capita real national income
and real house prices form a long-run equilibrium relationship.

2.1 Some theoretical considerations

In contrast with the other private uses of GDP such as private consumption, business
fixed investment and changes in inventories, macroeconomic theory has not established a
leading hypothesis underpinning the econometric modelling of residential investment. This
shortcoming might be explained by the diverse nature of “housing” which is a sufficiently
unspecified term by itself. The conceptual complexity might be due to the ambiguous
character of housing as a consumption and investment good.

2Carnot et al. (2005) gives a brief overview on the general modelling principles of residential investment
in macroeconometric models. See Heilemann (2004) for an implementation in a leading macroeconometric
model for the German economy.

3In strict terms, Gonzalo and Granger (1995) have suggested a permanent-transitory decomposition
which is, in the understanding of this paper, a variant of trend-cycle measurement amongst a wide class
of methods including statistical filters.
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From a utility perspective, private households consume the flow of services generated
by a dwelling which they either own or rent. Whereas many consumption goods are exclu-
sively used in the period of their purchase, dwellings possess an extremely long service life,
suggesting that residential construction is a rather weak proxy for the use of housing ser-
vices. Assuming that the services generated by an asset are proportionate to its value, the
implication drawn from the theory of consumption could generally be applied to the hous-
ing stock (net of depreciation), suggesting a positive correlation with income and wealth
and a negative dependence on user costs. However, inference on residential investment need
not be straightforward, as comparatively long adjustment lags, non-negligible transaction
costs, credit constraints and binding supply restrictions such as insufficient designation of
building land and high market segmentation are relevant factors to be accounted for.

While some side conditions could generally be integrated in a model of housing demand,
it is the heterogeneity of the dwellings market which makes it difficult to recover hypotheses
derived from consumption theory in aggregate data. Regional segmentation is one aspect
worth mentioning in this regard. Perhaps evenly important, in particular when residential
construction is of primary concern, is the fact that the supply of housing is divided into
owner-occupied and tenant-occupied dwellings.4 Under real circumstances, the household’s
decision to build a house for its own use follows substantively different rules compared
with an investor’s decision to build, say, an apartment block with a number of rental
units. Arbitrage mechanisms between user costs and rents are supposed to be generally
present but work rather slowly owing to significant frictions. These also include government
interventions promoting either form of activity in residential construction.

Against the background of the numerous difficulties to transfer the implications of a
rigorous preference-based model of housing demand into a specification valid for a macro-
econometric modelling exercise, let us opt for a more modest approach to discover the
economic fundamentals explaining residential investment in the long run. In this context,
the basic observation is that real dwellings construction has been increasing over time,
suggesting that, apart from cyclical fluctuations, there has been an ongoing capital forma-
tion process, given that the depreciation rate of residential buildings has remained more
or less unchanged. Obviously, there has been a rising demand for housing which might be
explained by demographic factors above all. It seems a priori unclear whether the number
of residents or the number of households is the better proxy in this respect. The latter is
directly connected with the number of housing units but neither all units are equivalent in
terms of investment costs nor every household demands for the same unit. The living space
(which positively relates to construction costs) increases in the household size, albeit not
in a one-to-one relationship owing to synergies in spatial use. Also against the backdrop of
qualitatively weak data on the number of households, the population size is taken as the
variable proxying demographic developments in this model.

4In 2003, 43 percent of private households lived in their own house or apartment. The ownership
ratio had increased during the 1990s, with the ratio being significantly higher in western Germany. See
Statistisches Bundesamt (2006) for details.
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Reflecting any individual’s fundamental need of housing, residential construction is
affected by demographic changes in a quantitative sense. Furthermore, investments in
new buildings and home improvements are expected to be a consequence of rising per-
capita income and wealth. In contrast to the former impact, this factor may be regarded
as the quality component influencing residential investment. This hypothesis captures
the general nature of housing being a superior good. It is worth stressing that, in this
context, income is understood as a proxy of the society’s wealth rather than a measure
of the household’s capability to pay down a mortgage. The most appropriate statistical
concept is therefore the gross national income (and not the disposable income of private
households). It is adjusted for price and terms-of-trade effects to obtain real national
income. In accordance with the preference of using residents instead of households as a
measure of the demographic factor, real national income is divided by the population figure
in order to disentangle quantity and quality aspects of residential investment.

Demographics and wealth are determinants of the demand for housing. Supply-side
restrictions as well as regional and type-specific heterogeneity make market-equilibrating
forces to work rather slowly so that persistent mismatch is typically reflected in house
prices. Price tendencies may be automatically reinforcing through expectation mechanisms
and speculation, leading to quite pronounced movements or even price bubbles in extreme
cases. Rising house prices not only fuel residential construction to the extent that supply
ultimately equilibrates demand but often also tend to induce over-investment owing to the
expectation of high returns. By contrast, private households and investors abstain from
construct new dwellings when house prices are on a downward trend because expected
capital losses put a strain on expected returns, making alternative uses of their funds
more profitable. As housing competes with consumption in the households sector while
investments in the productive capital stock belong to the set of opportunities for commercial
agents, it is difficult to find a summary measure evaluating dwellings investments vis-à-vis
the various alternative uses. For simplicity, the evolution of house prices is considered
relative to that of the aggregate price of all domestically produced goods and services
except dwellings.

The theoretical considerations may be summarized by formulating the following model
describing residential investment in the long run:

RI∗t = f(POP∗t
+

, NI∗t /POP∗t
+

, PH∗t /P
∗
t

+

) (1)

where RI is residential investment in real terms, POP population, NI gross national income
adjusted for price and terms-of-trade effects, PH the house price index for new dwellings,
and P the deflator of the sum of all domestically produced goods and services expect
dwellings. The superscript “∗” indicates that the figures are long-run equilibrium values
and “+” means that the partial derivative is expected to be positive.

It is worth stressing that there is a hierarchical order in the first two arguments of (1) in
the sense that the qualitative aspect NI∗t /POP∗t cannot be present without the quantitative
component POP∗t while the reverse might be acceptable as a valid representation. As
persistent demand-supply mismatches can appear in either setup, there is a role for the
price variable PH∗t /P

∗
t regardless of whether or not housing demand includes quality aspect.
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2.2 Cointegration analysis

Unit root tests provide evidence (see Appendix A) that the quarterly time series of resi-
dential investment, population, real national income per capita and real house prices, all
series transformed into natural logaritms, are integrated of order 1, abbreviated by I(1),5

in the sample between the first quarter of 1975 and the fourth quarter of 2008. In the
full sample, a statistical break in the first quarter of 1991 has to be taken into account, as
the territorial basis switched at that date. For comparison, the overwhelming part of the
empirical analysis is replicated in a west German subsample ending in the fourth quarter
of 1991.6 The existence of a long-run economic relationship of the form (1) can therefore
be examined using cointegration analysis on the basis of a log-linearized version. In par-
ticular, it is to be tested whether cointegration can be established between the four series
of interest. More precisely, data should support the existence of exactly one cointegrating
relation, with the coefficients taking the theoretically hypothesized signs.

The cointegration tests are performed in systems, meaning that the variables of interest
are jointly modelled by a vector autoregression (VAR) of lag order p including deterministic
regressors. If the full sample is under investigation, the cointegrating relation may possess
a constant, a linear trend and the step dummy variable S(91:1) being unity since the
first quarter of 1991 and otherwise zero. The latter variable is obviously absent when
the analysis is restricted to the west German subsample. In both cases, the linear trend
is supposed to be absent in the cointegrating relation, as (1) does not suggest any role
for it in the long-run equilibrium relationship. This hypothesis in turn implies that, in
a K-dimensional system, the cointegration rank r is K − 1 at maximum, given that the
involved time series are trending over time. The standard LR cointegration tests proposed
by Johansen (1991) can only be applied when the west German sample is considered.
For the full sample, it is necessary to account for the existence of a structural break in
the first quarter of 1991. An appropriate handling of this element in the set framework
is to use the systems cointegration test proposed by Saikkonen and Lütkepohl (2000),
henceforth abbreviated by SL. The basic idea of this approach is to remove the deterministic
components prior to testing for cointegration by a standard LR test à la Johansen (1991).

When cointegration is established, the resulting cointegrating relation represents (1) in
log-linearized form. Accounting of deterministic components including the step dummy
variable, it may be written as

rit − b1popt − b2inct − b3hprt + c0 + c1S(91:1) = ect ∼ I(0), (2)

where rit, popt, inct and hprt are the logs of RIt, POPt, NI∗t /POP∗t and PH∗t /P
∗
t respectively.

While the coefficients attached to the deterministic regressors are unconstraint, theory
suggests b1 to be strictly positive and b2, b3 to be positive or nil. The error correction term
or long-run residual series is denoted by ect.

5In general, the order of integration d is henceforth denoted by I(d).
6In this subsample, the data for the year 1991 refers to western Germany while it refers to Germany as

a whole in the full sample.
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Table 1: Cointegration tests

lag order p = 2 (HQ, SC) p = 5 (AIC)
null hypothesis r = 0 r ≤ 1 r ≤ 2 r = 0 r ≤ 1 r ≤ 2
(a) Germany (1975 – 2008)

{ri, pop} 7.10
[0.154]

5.06
[0.330]

{ri, pop, inc} 17.65
[0.134]

5.59
[0.273]

14.43
[0.310]

5.21
[0.313]

{ri, pop, phr} 25.85
[0.010]

1.16
[0.927]

21.50
[0.042]

4.13
[0.450]

{ri, pop, inc, phr} 45.64
[0.003]

16.18
[0.197]

4.19
[0.442]

37.85
[0.029]

16.15
[0.199]

4.39
[0.414]

(b) western Germany (1975 – 1991)
{ri, pop} 11.04

[0.213]
11.17
[0.204]

{ri, pop, inc} 22.19
[0.297]

6.72
[0.616]

21.70
[0.326]

10.20
[0.270]

{ri, pop, phr} 21.34
[0.347]

8.75
[0.396]

21.33
[0.348]

8.87
[0.385]

{ri, pop, inc, phr} 52.80
[0.015]

26.96
[0.105]

10.67
[0.237]

54.71
[0.009]

26.98
[0.105]

10.39
[0.256]

Cointegration tests are performed in VARs of lag order p. The full-
sample specifications include a step dummy and a (contemporaneous) im-
pulse dummy capturing the statistical break in the first quarter of 1991.
Marginal significance levels of the LR trace tests taken from the software
JMulti 4 are reported in brackets.

Cointegration testing follows the specific-to-general rule, implementing the logic that
there is no role for any further I(1) variable in a single cointegrating relation if cointe-
gration has already been established between some I(1) variables (see Lütkepohl, 2007).
In the context of (1) given the hierarchical order of the first two arguments, this means
that the smallest system is two-dimensional, modelling the quantitative element without
a persistent relative price effect. If cointegration between residential investment and pop-
ulation cannot be established, there are two alternatives for a three-dimensional system.
The first is {ri, pop, inc}, representing the quantitative and the qualitative determinant of
residential investment without the mismatch phenomenon, and the second is {ri, pop, phr},
implying the existence of the relative price effect in a long-run equilibrium of housing ac-
tivity focusing on the quantitative aspect only. The full model contains all variables; thus,
cointegration is ultimately tried to be established in a four-dimensional system.

Table 1, Panel (a), shows the results of the SL cointegration tests carried out in the
whole sample for the different systems under review. They are performed in VARs of lag
orders 2 and 5, with the parsimonious lag length representing the choices of the consistent
information criteria HQ and SC while the long order results from AIC selection (Lütkepohl,
2005). It is evident that residential investment cannot be modelled by solely relying on
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Table 2: Cointegrating relations

sample
Germany western Germany

(1975 – 2008) (1975 – 1991)
specification (2) (2′) (2)

method OLS DOLS OLS DOLS OLS DOLS
rit 1 1 1 1 1 1

popt −3.74
(0.79)

−3.30
(0.84)

−3.90
(0.69)

−3.35
(0.72)

−2.58
(0.43)

−2.37
(0.51)

inct −0.15
(0.08)

−0.15
(0.09)

−0.38
(0.05)

−0.38
(0.08)

[1− S(91:1)]inct −0.37
(0.08)

−0.38
(0.08)

phrt −0.70
(0.14)

−0.75
(0.14)

−0.72
(0.12)

−0.77
(0.12)

−0.64
(0.08)

−0.66
(0.09)

const 16.0
(3.3)

14.4
(3.5)

17.1
(3.0)

15.1
(3.2)

11.3
(1.7)

10.5
(2.1)

S(91:1) 0.59
(0.22)

0.46
(0.23)

0.06
(0.24)

−0.13
(0.26)

adj. R2 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.77 0.77
DW 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.84 0.81

Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Auxiliary regressors in DOLS estimates
are omitted.

the quantitative and qualitative factor of housing demand. It is necessary to include real
house prices in order to be able to establish cointegration. As this variable is understood
to be a proxy for the mismatch between supply and demand, the result implies that the
forces equilibrating the quantities on the housing market work rather slowly so that price
movements in either direction are persistent enough to be empirically modelled by a a unit
root process. Furthermore, the cointegration analysis for the full sample indicates that the
qualitative aspect of housing demand is rather weak, as cointegration is already present in
the three-dimensional system {ri, pop, phr}.

By contrast, the quality aspect plays a crucial role in housing demand when consid-
ering the west German subsample only. As displayed in Table 1, Panel (b), Johansen’s
(1991) standard LR test procedure finds evidence for the existence of exactly one coin-
tegrating relation between the four variables at conventional significance levels, whereas
cointegration is absent in any two-dimensional or three-dimensional subsystem. However,
the results from the reduced sample should be taken cautiously because, with only 68 ob-
servations, cointegration rank tests are less reliable compared with the full-sample analysis,
in particular when the systems under consideration are of higher dimension.

The long-run relationship between residential investment, the determinants of hous-
ing demand and the mismatch component is taken from estimating the static regression
choosing residential investment as the left-hand side variable. Apart from using ordinary
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least squares (OLS), the dynamic OLS (DOLS) approach is additionally applied in order
to come closer to estimation efficiency (Saikkonen, 1991). Starting from a model including
the first differences of the (exogenous) regressors together with their first two leads and
lags, specification search using standard information criteria gives rise to maintain the
contemporaneous differences only. A maximum likelihood estimation of the full system,
however, yields less reliable results because the number of coefficients to be estimated is
high compared with the number of observations at hand, in particular as far as the west
German subsample is concerned.

Regardless of the full sample or the west German subsample is considered, the coeffi-
cients of the cointegrating relation show the expected signs. The estimates do not differ
much dependent on whether the OLS or the DOLS approach is used. However, substan-
tive differences regarding the impact of per-capita real national income emerge between the
full-sample estimates and the estimates on the basis of the west German data, confirming
some conclusions drawn from the cointegration tests. The observation that the coefficient
attached to this regressor turns out to be rather low, if not negiblible, in the full sample
whereas it was significant in the west German era, leads us to the following alternative
specification of the long-run equilibrium relationship

rit − b1popt − b2[1− S(91:1)]inct − b3hprt + c0 + c1S(91:1) = ect ∼ I(0), (2′)

suggesting that the qualitative aspect of housing demand had been present before unifica-
tion but has completely disappeared thereafter.

There are two reasons to believe that (2′) is superior to (2). First, by comparing the
two specifications estimated on the basis of the full sample, the adjusted R2 is slightly
lifted by isolating the impact of real income to the time before the unification. Second,
the income coefficients are virtually the same in the full-sample estimate of (2′) and the
west German subsample estimate of (2), while this coefficient is reduced in the full-sample
estimate of (2) by a fraction which roughly corresponds to the proportion of west German
observations in the full sample. By a simple calculus, it may thus be regarded as the purely
arithmetic merger of a scenario where the long-run elasticity of per-capita real income on
residential investment is zero after unification and, as estimated, about -0.4 in the west
German era. Reflecting this in explicit terms, (2′) is taken as the relevant specification of
the full-sample analysis in the analysis that follows.

Regarding the remaining long-run impact factor, it can be concluded that residential
investment is highly elastic to population changes. It turns out that this impact has
somewhat increased (in absolute value) since unification. The significance of the real
house price in the cointegrating relation confirms the view that persistent mismatch on the
housing market is reflected in prices, with the sign of the coefficient signalling that supply
tends to adjust sluggishly to variations in demand. In this respect, the empirical results
are consistent with the suggestions developed in the theoretical part of the paper.

Figure 1 displays only the long-run residual series resulted from the DOLS estimations,
as no meaningful differences emerge between the estimation approaches used. The over-
all impression from the plots might be that the long-run residuals are also quite similar
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Figure 1: Long-run residuals of residential investment

In the left-hand figure, the long-run residuals of the specifications (2) and (2′) are plotted by the dashed
line and the solid line respectively. As series result from DOLS estimations.

regarding different specifications and samples. In particular, the discrepancies between
(2) and (2′) turn out to be minor importance in terms of economic interpretation. An
exception may be the second half of the 1980s where, according to (2), actual residential
investment is above its long-run equilibrium value, except for a few observations. This
conclusion cannot be drawn if full-sample estimation relies on (2′) or if west German data
is used.

The striking property of the long-run residual series, however, is that persistence
changed substantially in the course of unification. Whereas mean reversion is apparent
in the west German era, the residual series thereafter describes a big cycle lasting from
1991 to 2005 followed by a mild recovery. The prolonged cycle duration is also reflected by
the fact that the first-order autocorrelation is distinctly higher in the full-sample residual
series compared with its subsample counterpart, which in turn implies a substantially lower
Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic.

In sum, the cointegration analysis has provided two main results. First, the trend
in residential investment cannot be explained solely by fundamental factors of housing
demand such as population growth and permanent gains in real income. In addition, it
is necessary to consider real house price developments as a measure of persistent tensions
between housing demand and supply. Second, while this pattern is generally maintained
over the whole sample under investigation, unification induced the impact of per-capita
real national income on residential investment to loosen. Moreover, it led to a change in
the persistence of the error correction term.
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3 Cycle features of residential investment

The analysis of this section is based on the observation that the residual series of the
cointegration relation established between residential investment, population and real na-
tional income per capita and real house prices has changed its persistence properties in
the course of unification. This fact matters for the measurement of activity cycles in the
housing market.

The in-depth study of cyclical features in residential investment generally uses the
framework of a vector error correction model (VECM). However, central results can be
derived from a specification which is substantively simplified owing to the weak exogeneity
of the long-run determinants of dwellings construction. The special model structure also
makes it possible to form the trend-cycle decomposition suggested by Gonzalo and Granger
(1995) with observable variables and the estimated cointegrating vector only. In particular,
the Gonzalo-Granger (GG) cycle component of residential investment is defined by the
residual series of the cointegrating relation. The final part of this section shows that the
GG cycle deviates substantively from the results of standard univariate trend-cycle filter
techniques which gives rise to discuss the pitfalls of the latter in a situation where properties
of the time series to be filtered change.

3.1 Adjustment to the housing market equilibrium

The study of adjustment processes towards the long-run equilibrium on the housing market
requires a complete econometric specification of the time series under review. Accounting
for cointegration, the VAR(p) representing the data generating process of the four variables
stacked in yt = (rit, popt, inct, hprt)

′ can be rewritten as VECM

∆yt = αect−1 +

p−1∑
j=1

Γj∆yt−j + ΦDt + εt, (3)

where α is the four-dimensional vector of adjustment parameters correcting non-zero re-
alizations of the (scalar) long-run residual series. It is taken from (2′) which is compactly
written by ect = β′yt + φδt with β = (1,−b1,−b2[1 − S(91:1)],−b3)

′, φ = (c0, c1)
′ and

δt comprising the deterministic regressors const and S(91:1). In addition, Γ1, ..., Γp−1 are
(4× 4) parameter matrices, Φ is the parameter matrix attached to the deterministic com-
ponents collected by Dt which includes const, impulse dummy variables related to S(91:1)
and the series ice1t and ice4t measuring the number of days with a maximum temperature
below freezing as a percentage of the seasonal mean in the first and the fourth quarter re-
spectively. The residual term εt is assumed to follow a Gaussian vector white noise process
with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix Ω.

A variable may contribute to the convergence of the system towards its long-run equi-
librium if the coefficient attached to the error correction term in the respective system
equation is significantly different from zero. A time series which does not fulfill this re-
quirement is said to be weakly exogenous (with respect to the cointegrating space). A
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Table 3: Adjustment parameter estimates and weak exogeneity tests

sample
Germany western Germany

(1975 – 2008) (1975 – 1991)
specification (2) (2′) (2)

method OLS DOLS OLS DOLS OLS DOLS
(a) adjustment parameters

∆rit −0.097
(0.041)

−0.100
(0.041)

−0.126
(0.043)

−0.130
(0.043)

−0.390
(0.121)

−0.380
(0.122)

∆popt 0.003
(0.002)

0.003
(0.002)

−0.001
(0.002)

−0.001
(0.002)

0.001
(0.002)

0.001
(0.002)

∆inct −0.008
(0.012)

−0.005
(0.012)

−0.009
(0.013)

−0.006
(0.013)

−0.065
(0.040)

−0.059
(0.040)

∆phrt 0.005
(0.008)

0.006
(0.008)

0.004
(0.008)

0.005
(0.008)

0.061
(0.026)

0.063
(0.026)

(b) weak exogeneity
{popt, inct, phrt} 4.31

[0.230]
4.39
[0.222]

0.82
[0.846]

0.78
[0.855]

8.35
[0.039]

8.35
[0.039]

{popt, inct} 3.96
[0.138]

3.89
[0.143]

0.58
[0.748]

0.41
[0.815]

2.83
[0.243]

2.50
[0.287]

Panel (a) presents the estimates of the vector α in (3); standard errors are reported in
parentheses. Panel (b) reports the LR test statistics of the weak exogeneity hypothesis.
The statistics are asymptotically χ2 distributed, with the degrees of freedom equalling the
number of variables tested to be weakly exogenous. The marginal significance levels of
these tests are reported in brackets. In both cases, results are subject to prior OLS/DOLS
estimation of the cointegrating vector.

likelihood ratio (LR) test for weak exogeneity, provided that cointegrating vectors are
given or estimated, is suggested by Johansen (1991). Sufficient for a variable to actively
contribute to the error correction process, however, is that the adjustment parameter and
the coefficient attached to this variable in the cointegrating vector possess opposite signs.
The speed of the adjustment process is reflected in the magnitude of the parameter in
absolute value.

Table 3 reports the estimates of the adjustment parameter vector and the results of
weak exogeneity tests based on the super-consistent estimates of the cointegrating vector.
While the results do not vary with the estimation methods, the properties of the model
alter considerably depending on whether the full sample or the west German subsample
is considered. Concerning the full sample and regardless of whether (2) or (2′) is con-
sidered, the error correction term only loads on ∆rit, while the adjustment parameters in
the other system equations are not significantly different from zero at conventional signif-
icance levels. Hence, it comes as no surprise that the null hypothesis of weak exogeneity
of {popt, inct, phrt} is not rejected by a formal test.

If the analysis is restricted to the west German subsample, results change qualitatively,
as deviations from the long-run equilibrium relationship are, apart from residential in-
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vestment, also corrected via real house prices. The adjustment process through the price
variable is less strong in absolute value than the reaction in volumes. However, the ad-
justment parameter in the system equation of ∆phrt is significantly different from zero and
weak exogeneity of {popt, inct, phrt} is clearly rejected, too. By contrast, the joint hypoth-
esis that population and income are weakly exogenous cannot be rejected by a statistical
test. Thus, in the years between 1970 and 1991, residential construction and house prices
helped “correct” disequilibria between housing demand and supply.

Apart from the fact that the endogeneity of house prices has been lost since unification,
the speed of the error correction mechanism via residential investment has slowed down
considerably. The adjustment parameter attached to ∆rit is, in absolute value, about four
times lower in the full-sample estimate than in the estimate on the basis of the west German
subsample. More precise evidence on this issue can be drawn by specifying a conditional
error correction model in residential investment for the full sample, letting the adjustment
parameter switch at the date of unification. According to Johansen (1992), this setup
provides efficient estimates of the parameters of interest, as population, per-capita real
national income and real house prices can be taken as weakly exogenous.

Without loss of generality, the (full) VECM in (3), rewritten in the form

[
∆y1t

∆y2t

]
=

[
α1

α2

]
ect−1 +

p−1∑
j=1

[
Γ1j

Γ2j

]
∆yt−j +

[
Φ1j

Φ2j

]
Dt +

[
ε1t

ε2t

]
, Ω =

[
Ω11 Ω12

Ω21 Ω22

]
, (3′)

can be decomposed into the conditional model

∆y1t = αcect−1 + ω∆y2t +

p−1∑
j=1

Γc
j∆yt−j + ΦcDt + εc

t (4)

and the marginal model

∆y2t = α2ect−1 +

p−1∑
j=1

Γ2j∆yt−j + Φ2Dt + ε2t, (5)

where ω = Ω12Ω
−1
22 , αc = α1 − ωα2, Γc

j = Γ1j − ωΓ2j, Φc = Φ1 − ωΦ2, and εc
t = ε1t − ωε2t

is a white noise process with the variance-covariance matrix Ωc
11 = Ω11−ωΩ21. Obviously,

under weak exogeneity of the variables stacked in y2t, αc = α1 and statistical inference on
α1 can be based on (4) only.

Following the results of the weak exogeneity tests, let y1t = rit and y2t = ( popt, inct, phrt )′.
In addition, α1 is allowed to switch at the date of unification. Assuming lag order p = 1
but subsequently dropping insignificant coefficients in ω, Γc

1 and Φc, an OLS regression of
this specification using the DOLS estimate of the cointegrating relation (2′) yields

∆rit =− 0.286
(0.078)

ect−1 + 0.213
(0.086)

[ ect−1 S(91:1) ] + 3.99
(1.69)

∆popt + 1.51
(0.24)

∆inct −
− 0.005

(0.003)
− 0.57

(0.38)
∆S(91:1)− 0.026

(0.007)
ice1t − 0.011

(0.007)
ice4t + εc

t , (6)

R2 = 0.52, DW = 1.75.
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This estimate highlights the significant drop in the adjustment parameter in absolute value,
from 0.276 in the west German era to 0.057 afterwards. The built-in forces to equilibrium
convergence in the housing market via residential investment have therefore weakened
substantively since unification. In addition, residential investment is strongly and instan-
taneously affected by shocks to the fundamental sources of housing demand such as popu-
lation and per-capita real national income. Unfavorable weather conditions in the winter
term significantly hamper construction activity, with the adverse effect having twice the
size when it appears in the first quarter instead of the fourth quarter.

3.2 A trend-cycle decomposition of residential investment

The VECM in (3) implies a permanent-transitory decomposition of the Gonzalo and
Granger (1995) type. In this paper, it is interpreted as an approach to trend-cycle mea-
surement where the identification follows the rule that, in the long-run (i.e. for horizons
approaching infinity), conditional predictions of yt are exclusively affected by shocks to
trend factors while shocks to cycle components only possess a temporary impact.

For the formal description, let us denote by α⊥ and β⊥ the orthogonal complements of
α and β respectively, satisfying α′⊥α = 0 and β′⊥β = 0. The GG trend-cycle decomposition
is then given by

yt = y0 + yb
0S(91:1) + Aτt + Bct with τt = α′⊥yt and ct = β′yt, (7)

where y0 and yb
0 are some initial values, the three-dimensional vector process τt represents

the trend factors and ct is the time series of the single cycle component in this system.
The (4 × 3) matrix A = β⊥(α′⊥β⊥)−1 collects the loadings attached to the trend factors
while the loadings attached to the cycle component are stacked in B = α(β′α)−1, which is
a four-dimensional vector in the case of a single cointegration relation.

Under weak exogeneity of popt, inct and hprt, i.e. α = (a1, 0, 0, 0)′ with a1 < 0, (7)
simplifies substantively. First, the weakly exogenous variables directly represent the three
independent stochastic trend factors driving residential investment because, in this case,
α⊥ = [o : I3]

′ where I3 denotes an identity matrix of order 3 and o is a three-dimensional
vector of zeros. The trend component of residential investment is the weighted average of
the weakly exogenous variables where the weighting scheme is given by the coefficients in
the cointegrating vector attached to them with reverse sign. Second, the cycle component
only loads on rit because B = (1, 0, 0, 0)′. Hence, the cycle component of residential
investment is represented by the error correction term. In sum, (7) can be written as




rit
popt

inct

hprt


 =




c0 + c1S(91:1)
0
0
0


 +




b1 b2[1− S(91:1)] b3

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1







popt

inct

hprt


 +




ect

0
0
0


 . (7′)

In the framework under review, the GG trend-cycle decomposition is informative for
residential investment only, while population, per-capita real national income and real
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Figure 2: Gonzalo-Granger trend component of residential investment

Actual residential investment is displayed by the solid line and the GG trend components by dashed lines.

house prices do not possess a cycle component of the GG type in this context. It is worth
stressing that the latter set of variables may nonetheless include transitory dynamics;
however, these fluctuations lie in the space spanned by α⊥ and, thus, fail to possess the
capacity to equilibrium correction (Proietti, 1997). The fact that the speed of convergence
via residential investment have slowed down since unification does not affect the trend-cycle
decomposition in a formal sense because neither α⊥ nor B depend on α in this special case.
Instead, it is the time series structure of the error correction term which causes the increase
in persistence characterizing the cycle component of residential investment since 1991.

Figure 2 shows residential investment vis-à-vis its GG trend component, resulting from
the estimates in the full sample and the west German subsample. Overall, the trend
is smooth but visibly fluctuating as a result of cycling behavior in fundamental factors.
Most prominent in this respect are the waves of immigration into western Germany at the
beginning and the end of the 1980s as well as into Germany in the early 1990s. In the west
German era, phases of economic slump as in the mid-1970s and in the early 1980s were
associated with gaps in residential construction.

While departing from a more or less balanced cyclical position in 1990 despite rather
strong trend growth just before, the unification-induced shift in residents required a consid-
erably higher trend level of dwellings construction which was able to be promptly served
only halfway through by existing capacities. Consequently, the construction sector ex-
panded rapidly, lifting residential investment not only to its trend but far beyond it. The
excessive formation of residential capital during the 1990s called for an adjustment which,
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in turn, materialized by a long period of below-trend construction activity. This pat-
tern prevailed throughout this decade though the distance to the trend level have reduced
significantly since 2005.

The GG trend of residential investment is virtually flat between 1991 and 2008. Relying
on the econometric description in (7′) informed by the development of economic fundamen-
tals, this observation is ascribed to an anemic demand for housing, as population has been
stagnant and real income has evolved less dynamic. With an exception towards the end of
the 1990s, real house prices have also been steadily declining in this period.

3.3 Pitfalls for univariate statistical filtering

The changing cyclical features of residential investment make it difficult for univariate
statistical filter techniques to come out with a trend-cycle decomposition resembling the
one that has been derived in the previous section. The reason for this incapability is that
univariate filters lack flexibility in the sense that they extract the trend component on
the basis of a time-invariant statistical criterion. For instance, the Hodrick-Prescott (HP)
filter imposes a constant variance ratio λ between trend innovations and shocks to the
cycle, whereas the Baxter-King (BK) filter defines a fixed frequency limit below which
oscillations are ascribed to the trend component.

Figure 3 shows the trend component of residential investment resulting from the HP
filter with λ = 1, 600 (as usual for quarterly data) and from the BK high-pass filter assigning
to the trend those oscillations whose duration surpasses eight years. The unification shift
is incorporated in the HP procedure by including S(91:1) in the measurement equation
of the underlying state-space model. The BK trend component results from applying the
high-pass filter to the residuals of the OLS regression of residential investment on const
and S(91:1).

While the outcomes of the statistical filtering techniques are virtually alike, they differ
markedly from the GG trend component. In general, the HP and BK trends follow more
closely the actual movements in residential investment, making the corresponding cyclical
fluctuations less pronounced. Most striking is this feature after unification, as the boom-
bust movement in dwellings construction is attributed to the HP and BK trends, whereas
the GG trend is flat. In addition, the cointegration analysis shows that the economic
fundamentals of housing demand would have implied a substantially bigger mean shift in
residential investment than the one that actually happened at unification. By contrast, the
removal of the structural break incorporated in the HP filtering exercise and prior to the
application of the BK filter brings about a mean shift in the resulting trend components
which equals the observed change in residential investment between the west German level
of the fourth quarter of 1990 and pan-German level of the first quarter of 1991.

The marked discrepancy between the GG trend-cycle decomposition and the results of
the univariate statistical filter techniques can be further highlighted by studying the time
series characteristics of the corresponding cycle components. Owing to the strong similarity
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Figure 3: Trend extraction with univariate statistical filters

The HP and BK trend components of residential investment are displayed by the thick solid line in the
respective graphs. Actual residential investment (thin solid line) and the GG trend component (dashed
line) are shown as reference series.

of the HP and BK results, the comparative analysis is restricted to the HP cycle.7 Figure 4
plots the GG and HP cycle components of residential investment, which differ from the
gap between the actual series and the respective trend components by the fact that, in
order to reduce erratic variations, the impact of unfavourable weather conditions in the
winter term are eliminated by a regression approach.8 Differences between the two cycle
components are immediately visible in terms of duration and amplitude. In addition, the
time series characteristics of the HP cycle component seem to be stable over time while,
in the GG cycle component, a switch is recognizable in the course of unification.

In order to confirm the visual impression by statistical evidence, spectral analysis is
used. In particular, the idea is to find significant differences in shape between the full-
sample spectrum and the spectra of the west-German and pan-German subsamples respec-
tively. As the full-sample spectrum serves as a reference, its point estimate is surrounded
by 95 percent confidence bands which are constructed using the bootstrap procedure sug-
gested by Franke and Härdle (1992). With this technique, kernel spectral estimates are
bootstrapped by resampling from the periodogram of the data. The bootstrap is based on
2,000 replications in this application.

7The HP filter has been chosen for simplicity, namely because of the fact that, in contrast to the BK
filter, it provides results for the full sample without any further treatment of data or techniques.

8The regressors are the two variables ice1t and ice4t which have been shown to possess a significant
effect on the quarter-on-quarter changes in residential investment.
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Figure 4: GG and HP cycle components of residential investment

The cycle components are measured as percentage deviation from the trend.

As shown in the upper panel of Figure 3, the full-sample spectrum of the GG cycle
component peaks in a frequency range which is consistent with cycle duration of about
eight years. The observation that the peak in the spectrum of the west German subsample
is located to the right while the pan-German counterpart is located to the left of the
eight-years frequency implies that the length of the dominating oscillation increased in the
course of unification, confirming the visual impression taken from the time series plot. In
addition, the spectra of the west German and pan-German subsamples also differ with
respect to the height of peak. In particular, the spectral mass attached to the dominating
oscillation is much more concentrated in the GG cycle component after unification than
it is in the spectrum of the west German subsample, suggesting that fluctuations in the
range of major business cycles shape the cyclical behavior of residential investment after
unification to a higher degree than before. Considering the confidence bands of the full
sample estimates, the evidence is significant from a statistical point of view, as the peak
in the spectrum of the pan-German subsample clearly surpasses the upper limit of the
confidence interval while the peak in the spectrum of the west-German subsample drops
below the lower limit.

The frequency-domain analysis of the HP cycle component uncovers a number of dif-
ferences in comparison with the GG cycle component. First, the HP cycle spectrum peaks
visibly within the range of business cycle frequencies. In particular, the duration of the
oscillation to which most spectral mass is assigned is about five years. Second, the HP
spectrum is generally flatter than the GG spectrum, suggesting that, in the HP cycle
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Figure 5: Spectra of cycle components

The graphs depict the spectrum of the subsample mentioned in the respective headline as thick solid line.
The full-sample spectrum is represented by thin lines, with the point estimate possessing the solid format
and the limits of the 95 percent confidence interval the dashed format. The abscissa scale is frequency
divided by 2π. The dashed vertical lines limit the frequency band attributed to periodicities of two and
eight years (“business cycle frequencies”).
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component, fluctuations at business cycle frequencies are less dominant relative to erratic
variations. Third, the subsample spectra of HP cycle component do not exhibit striking
differences in the placement and the height of the peak. In the frequency range around the
peak, the spectrum of the pan-German subsample lies within the confidence interval of the
full-sample spectrum while the spectrum of the west-German subsample slightly exceeds
the upper limit. A substantive break in the cyclical properties of the HP cycle component
cannot be concluded from this evidence.

In sum, the changing cyclical pattern in residential investment, which is a key result of
the econometric analysis using a cointegrated VAR framework and which can be represented
in terms of a GG trend-cycle decomposition, cannot be replicated by standard univariate
filter techniques such as the HP and BK filter. Taking for granted the conclusions from the
cointegration analysis which incorporates a great deal of theoretical considerations, this
incapability can be seen as a deficiency and, especially in this context, caution is advised
to the interpretation and use of results which are derived from HP or BK filtered time
series.

4 Conclusion

The paper has suggested modelling German residential investment by population, per-
capita real national income and real house prices within the framework of a cointegrated
vector autoregression. Regarding the estimates of the cointegrating relation, demographic
variations have a strong impact on dwellings construction, while the qualitative aspect of
housing demand reflected by per-capita income changes has lost explicative power since
unification. Demand-supply mismatches seem to be of persistent nature, assigning real
house prices a significant role in the long-run equilibrium relationship.

The specification and estimation of the full vector error correction model have given
rise to believe that the determinants of housing demand as well as the mismatch variable
are weakly exogenous, especially if the analysis is based on the full sample including west
German data from 1970 to 1990 and pan-German data from 1991 onwards. This result
implies that the full time series properties of residential investment can be described by a
single-equation error correction model conditioned on instantaneous changes in population,
per-capita income and house prices. The estimation of such a structure has shown another
unification-induced structural shift, namely that the capacity of dwellings construction to
equilibrium adjustment has weakened substantially.

The existence of a single cointegrating relation where population, per-capita real in-
come and real house prices are weakly exogenous also means that the long-run residual
series constitutes the cycle component of residential investment in the trend-cycle decom-
position proposed by Gonzalo and Granger (1995). The corresponding trend component
which is a linear combination of population growth, per-capita income changes and real
house price movements has been shown to be smoother than the trends which have been
extracted by standard univariate filtering techniques commonly used. In particular, the
boom-bust movement in residential construction after unification is part to the Gonzalo-
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Granger cycle component while the Hodrick-Prescott and the Baxter-King filters assign it,
to the overwhelming proportion, to the trend component.

The paper has aimed at explaining German residential investment by factors represent-
ing real economic determinants and quantity phenomena before all. A corollary of this
approach is that the trend movements in residential investment could be related to its
underlying sources while the short-term dynamics of dwellings construction has been left
more or less unexplained. At least in the short and medium term, residential investment is
certainly also affected by the user cost of housing capital, the degree of affordability as well
as further aspects of housing finance, let alone the government interference in the various
segments of the housing market. However, the integration of these components was beyond
the focus of this paper.

The outcomes of alternative trend-cycle decompositions can be assessed with regard to
economic plausibility. However, the ultimate proof which variant comes closest to reality
can never be offered owing to missing direct observations of trend and cycle components.
As a consequence, the critical statements on simple statistical filtering techniques are
not meant to deny their practical relevance, in particular when a comparative analysis
is intended to be brought on a unique methodological basis (Álvarez et al., 2009, for
instance). The example should rather remind users of general cautiousness in dealing with
trend-adjusted figures.

A Time series and unit root tests

[to be written]
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Figure 6: Time series

All series are transformed in natural logarithms. The vertical line indicates the date from which data for
Germany as a whole are available. Note that data for western Germany is available in a short overlapping
period, namely the year 1991.
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